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These are some random things off the top of my head.
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1 - Mikita phrases.

Questions and phrases of Mikita_inugirl:

Why am I so weird?

Why is the sky blue? (I'm sure everyone wonders that, even if there is a scientific answer to that.)

Why is the word “Cobbler” so funny?

Humina?

Okem-dokey. (Same meaning as Okie-dokie.)

Wassay? (Translated: What did you say?)

I am bubble ears the third. (My grandmother is bubble ears the first and my mom is bubble ears the
second. This is an inside joke. ^_^ My grandmother had peroxide and I asked her what she was going to
do with it, and she said that she was going to put it in her ear just to hear it bubble. That is when I called
her bubble ears. Thought you may like to know!)

*Giggles * Cobbler. That's funny. Cobbler.

I'm so full. Full full full. (I saw this on Samurai Champloo and I cracked up, and ever since then, I've
loved to say that. ^_^)

Why are people so weird?

Why do I suddenly feel like I am out of things to write on here?

Why can't Inuyasha be real?

It wasn't me!

Huh?

… Sorry. Dazed out again.

It was me!

I wish I had ears and a tail.



I wish I could fly.

What does XD mean?

I am a stugit.

Why?

Why would you get a tattoo on your butt if the only one that's going to see it is your doctor?

*Stubs toe on a chair* Shiznot! (Meant to say Shiznit lol)

I want a Gizzorade. (Meant to say Gatorade lol)

Why are you reading this? Don't you have anything better to do?

Why am I writing this? Don't I have anything better to do?

(I may add more to it someday.)
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